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Hartland Board Meeting 

Draft Meeting 

August 19, 2019 

 

Present:  Sarah Stewart Taylor, Beth Roy, Scott Richardson, Nicole Buck, Christine Bourne, Brittany 

Preston, Dave Baker 

 

Not Present:  Colleen Spence 

 

Meeting called to order at 6:05 PM. 

 

Minutes:  July 1 and 18 

Nicki Buck asked a motion to approve the minutes.  Sarah Stewart Taylor moved; seconded by Scott 

Richardson; motion passed. 

 

Public Participation:  None 

 

Discussion Items: 

Portrait of a Graduate: 

Dave Baker mentioned this was kicked off with leadership team meeting and four board members 

(Nicole Buck, Elizabeth Burrows, Amy McMullen, Sean Whalen) on the leadership team.  We are only 

responsible for logistics and mechanics.  The design team is the instrumental group and most to say on 

process.  Principals are working with Dave Baker and Karen Woolsey to identify, parents, community, 

students, staff and two board members.  How generate parents and community?  We are under time 

constraint as first design team meeting is September 25. From 5:00-8:00 PM and dinner provided.  

Mike Nicholson from Portrait of Graduate will lead the design team.  We have solidified dates, process, 

and questions.  What are the attributes, skills, attitudes necessary for a student to be successful as a 

graduate?  We will need to prioritize responses and common themes.  They do a lot of this work.  The 

second meeting is digesting this.  There will be four meetings to get to written document.  They put the 

document together and that is your basis of doing step 2 of strategic planning.  Systems, curriculum, 

schedules, what need to look like for most opportunity to make this happen.  Patel can also help with 

this or we could do ourselves.  Part 1 ends in January.  I 

 

It was brought up at a Weathersfield board meeting they do not have high school students.  Community 

should get invested as most high schools in the surrounding areas are working on 21st century skills.  

Another comment was when finish work and have portrait, can we turn into a brochure or handbook 

and what to look for when searching for a high school.  Feel people will want to participate in the next 

level of planning.  This should happen at the SU level and then go to schools.  Critical piece is need to 

identify a system by which pick members for the design team.   

 

Scott Richardson asked with portrait plan, is the idea with Patel that done by community and then in 

two years done again.  Dave Baker mentioned about 3-5 years.  Should revisit plan every year and 

write a new one every five years.   

 

Christine Bourne mentioned the admin team has a letter ready to go out.  The other meeting dates are 

October 30, Weathersfield; November 19, Hartland; January 14, Albert Bridge.  Christine asked the 

board for names potential community people and businesses for people to have on the team.  Sending 
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out to the entire community but if some should be called or emailed Christine is happy to do that.  We 

want a robust cross section.  Sarah Stewart Taylor asked if they have to live in Hartland.  Dave Baker 

mentioned should either have a business or live in Hartland.  We want six staff, six community 

members, two board members, and two students.  Dave Baker feels would want those with influence, 

maybe town manager or select board member.  Some may have to be by invitation.  You also want 

those that do not have kids in school.  Christine Bourne will send out a general e-mail and see what get 

while board members think of specific people.  Send suggestions to Christine.   

 

Dave Baker mentioned once all names come together he will then send out the first official invite what 

we are embarking on.  Once have this then Mike Mitchell takes over.  Think about who from the board 

might want to be on the team as need to make all four dates.  Board chair should probably be one of 

them.  Sarah Stewart Taylor mentioned that most of this work was done with Act 46, but will embrace 

idea if she is the one.  Beth Roy mentioned how do we make an accountable process.  Nicki Buck 

mentioned at the SU board meeting some has skepticism, but the broader community has not had input 

and discussion and has not seen a solution yet.  Identifying six staff members to bring in, community 

members to bring them in to where we are.  Scott Richard feels this process is very important.  Dave 

Baker mentioned as doing innovative pieces and look as performance based and is how end up, and 

the strength of the community will accelerate it.  Nicki Buck mentioned what excited her was a way to 

bring everything together on what we are doing and why.  Dave Baker mentioned this board is very 

supportive of the work being done.  This is parallel with negotiations and budget process.  The board 

will decide who will serve.   Scott Richardson mentioned names that rise as business leaders, notable 

leaders, may not represent the whole as parents.  It is a visioning process.  Sarah Stewart Taylor feels 

those who will be important are those that teach students and those that hire.  Dave Baker mentioned 

need to figure ethically how to deal with this as no boundaries.  Nicole Buck asked generationally what 

kind of leaders do we want to invite as old school is different than now.   

 

SRO Update: 

Christine Bourne mentioned we have a signed contract.  Sent out emails for staff and those who offered 

to be on the committee.  Meeting is September 3 at 5:30 PM for initial meeting and map out guidance.  

Talked about a meet and greet off school grounds in the fall.  Nicki Buck asked if will do assemblies as 

discussed.  We have not invited the person yet as want to be sensitive.    The SRO is Paul Favreau.  

Brittany Preston mentioned we will be having community building assemblies every Friday.  Want to 

make sure have prompt response time.  Beth Roy mentioned this is a police service contract.   

 

Maternity Leave:  Amanda Hull 

Amanda Hull is asking for extended maternity leave for 12 weeks but may extend.  Nicki Buck asked for 

a motion.  Sarah Stewart Taylor moved; seconded by Beth Roy; motion passed. 

 

Forum Update: 

Summary of responses.  Sarah Stewart Taylor mentioned identifying trends and themes that rose to the 

top.  What things jumped out to board members: 

 

● Music and Theater: 

Overall support for upper grades drama and club.  Desire for a more intense music program for 

elementary.  Drama was where some kids fit in and felt inclusive and equal.  Came down to 

logistics as pulling from academic to music and conflicted with sports.  Desire to make younger 

grades more passionate about music.  Introduce kids to drama and when go to show time in 
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middle school have never been on stage.  Christine Bourne mentioned at concerts grades K-2 

expected to be there, and grades 3-5 do not have to come.  All students should practice 

whether come or not.  Sarah Stewart Taylor mentioned there was a grade 3-4 play until that 

position cut and people would like to go back to this.  Drama now is grades 5-8.  Drama club will 

be happening this year.  Hartland had two full time music/theater teachers and one cut down to 

half time.  Christine Bourne mentioned full time is instrumental and grades 6-8 is chorus and 

grades 3-5 is optional chorus.  People want the program to grow.   

 

● Equitable learning opportunities for all learners 

Strong feelings.  What stands out is:  a lot of investment made for students that have formalized 

identified means.  Some parents feel their students do not have formal needs identified so do 

not have enough help.  Some kids do not qualify for special education but still need something 

and parents acknowledging that those kids fall through the cracks.  The community is desiring a 

rigorous middle school environment; and had idea what that was.  Felt students not on IEP’s 

may need intervention; strong sense that used to do more enrichment and not happening this 

year.  In the past there was a better method for challenging the advanced learners.  There is not 

equity in this.  Heard a lot about middle school and kids being better prepared for high school.  

They did know that Algebra 1 offered for 8th graders and concerned about transportation and 

missing out on instruction time.  Concern as to if 6th and 7th graders will be prepared and ready 

to take Algebra 1 in 8th grade.  Parents disturbed by some behaviors and impacting learning.  

Wanting to bring back chess club, robotics team.  Chess club was very important.  It was part of 

Heart program.   

 

● Learning Opportunities: 

Providing general opportunities for kids.  Brought up Heart program and was funded in local 

budget to provide six weeks of activities for kids.  It was about $50,000 to fund and was a 

wonderful opportunity for kids and challenge to staff.  Brainstormed resources to provide after 

school.  Some brought up Dartmouth students helping.  It was mentioned Aging in Hartland and 

reach out for people to come into the school.   

 

Beth Roy mentioned Dartmouth program coming to school is Growing Change Program.   

 

Talk about enhancing rec program as well and how to go about doing this.  Want all kids to 

participate if want too.  Transportation can be a problem as some might not have a ride home.   

 

Scott Richardson mentioned two things that stuck out that heard that the community  values the 

K-8 school and student and family relationship with school and leaders. At the same time the 

challenge in middle school is real and desire is more rigorous that mirrors more traditional 

middle school and more offerings more like high school.  Sarah Stewart Taylor mentioned what 

heard was around more effective instruction and better differentiated instruction.  Trying to move 

away from tracking but must be rigorous and effective and have high standards for students.  

Christine Bourne mentioned Gene Wolfe did a high school focus group.  Kids in high school 

mentioned need homework in middle school to prepare them for homework in high school with 

real consequences for not doing.   

  

Christine Bourne mentioned she brought up this in admin meeting that in a hybrid proficiency-based 

system there are parameters around this.  There are times when can retake exams.  Middle School 
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students take advantage of this.  Beth Roy mentioned supporting teachers in this is what the standards 

are.  Christine Bourne mentioned this is driven by classroom teacher.  There are kids not doing work.  

Nicki Buck asked what are the consequences.  Christine Bourne mentioned you cannot keep students 

in from recess or keep after school.  Brittany Preston mentioned we tried study halls with strict rules.  It 

was not a motivator and did not decrease numbers with missing work.  Last year if a student was on the 

missing work list and had two weeks to make the work up.  For this year if on missing list must go to 

study hall and if name on list cannot play in games.  Sarah Stewart Taylor asked if a student typically 

had all 1’s do we hold back.  Brittany Preston mentioned the implications of this are emotional and 

social.  A high school does not have to take a student.  Dave Baker mentioned the other side is kids 

tend to get motivated when the learning is relevant, engaging, rigorous, and impassioned about a 

teacher.  Why don’t they care and feel motivated?  Nicole Buck feels the grading system is keeping 

them from doing things the way used to.  Dave Baker mentioned is mind set from traditional grading to 

performance-based grading.   Christine Bourne mentioned differentiating instruction is a challenge and 

shifting their mindset around grading.   

 

Nicole Buck asked if there is a plan for teachers to get together.  Christine Bourne mentioned worked 

hard around behavioral component and preventing some instruction.  Brittany Preston mentioned we 

were shifting from teachers doing own behavior in class.  Shifting back to this so teachers feel more 

empowered.  New system is designed for more help for teachers.  Going more pod based and data will 

be used by them every single day.  Dave Baker mentioned some behavior issues creating lack of 

differentiation or is behavior issues causing the differentiation.  Kids very connected and need 

investment in their learning.   

 

Sarah Stewart Taylor asked, can we say a student approaches a teacher about an issue they have and 

make this a practice throughout middle school.  Beth Roy mentioned students realizing not being 

challenged.   

 

Nicole Buck mentioned for topic 1 moving forward what want to do is have a clear direction on what the 

school community wants. 

 

Topic #2 made changes and waiting to see results. 

 

Topic #3 needs work and community wants more.  Could be budgetary implications and people 

resource implications.   

 

Sarah Stewart Taylor mentioned with the Heart program the school wanted it to be equitable, but 

people did not use.  With co-curricular do less but do better.  Scott Richardson mentioned looking 

forward there is a lot in topic 2 that overlaps in topic 3. In topic 2 middle school overlaps with Portrait of 

a Graduate.  Dave Baker mentioned that adding resources can be costly.   Christine Bourne mentioned 

what doing in middle school was reached out to Beth White of Big Picture Learning and once a month 

meeting with integrated team.   

 

Superintendent Report: 

● Office Transition still going on 

● Hiring in special education and a letter from Karen’s office going out to staff as there were 7-8 

kids that have severe IEP needs across the SU and is a staffing concern.  She has a plan and is 

working with principals. 
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● Equity Fellowship and could help with this work 

 

Principal Report: 

● HEA representative asked me to give you this message:  negotiations for statewide insurance 

not going well and implications for people.  Mandatory timeline and in mediation and in 

December binding arbitration.  If costs go up will have to compensate and if costs go down 

could look for additional monies.   

● Community Dinner Dates: 

○ Open House - Sept. 19 - 5:30-7:00 

○ November 24 

○ February 13 

○ April 9 

Working with Kelly and Craig and what pod responsible for, what learning from Farm to School, and 

team a reading and math night. 

 

Date Review: 

Looked at attendance between students and staff and a truancy problem with a small population of 

students.  Something to think about having a truancy team as Windsor has.  We meet with parents.  

Nicki Buck asked what is normal for student absences.  Christine Bourne mentioned between 6-10 

days. 

 

Staff: 

Trying to address at SU level as is a problem throughout the SU.  This has an impact on education.  All 

allowable under the contract as very liberal with days off.   

 

Track my Progress: 

Ran numbers by percentile score and scaled score.  When look at percentile data looks like declining.  

Scaled scores looks that everyone improving.   

 

SBAC:  math declined but reading went up. 

 

Is our Track My Progress scoring guide elevated and feels is and does impact.  Kids in middle area 

could benefit from intervention.  Christine Bourne mentioned working hard to have universal 

intervention.  Working hard to put most qualified person with neediest kids.   

 

Annual Snapshot data:  You can go on the AOE website and explore data and some depressed for 

public.  This gives us good data and only piece released is academic proficiency and in 2017-18 was 

meeting math and ELA approaching declining. 

 

Beth Roy asked about evaluating science competencies.  Christine Bourne mentioned this is in 5th and 

6th grades.  Beth Roy does not feel state is focusing on this.  Christine Bourne mentioned science 

scores are not in yet.   
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Behavior Breakdown: 

Comparing students on IEPs and not on IEPs. 

 

Way to collect data and come up with behavior trends and see school wide, pods, and individual 

students and if intervention working.  If consequence used, was it working and if not, change it up.  

Changing what on form and what not.  Communicating behaviors to us or SEI’s. 

 

Misconceptions: 

Not a consequence and used for documentation.  If documented different consequences and this year 

make sure consequence makes sense with behavior.   

• Last year 1587 behaviors were documented. 54% of them were from students not on IEPs. 

46% were from students on IEPs.  46% were from students on IEPs. 

• 504’s - 27 referrals 

• 148 students had one documented behavior and 32 total students receive some level of 

intensive intervention for behavior.  47% of our students had no documented behaviors in 

FY19.   

 

Our number of documented behaviors continues to decrease each year.   

 

We are adjusting our behavior forms to support teachers in thinking more deeply about why a 

behavior is occurring. 

 

Agenda:  September 16 

Radar List 

Financials 

Portrait Update 

SRO Update 

Food Program Update 

 

Executive Session:   

Nicki Buck has for a motion to enter executive session for the purpose of Title 1, Section 313, Staffing.  

Beth Roy moved; seconded by Scott Richardson; motion passed.  Entered executive session at 8:53 

PM. 

 

Nicki Buck asked for a motion to exit executive session and adjourn the meeting.  Sarah Stewart Taylor 

moved; seconded by Nicki Buck; motion passed. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 9:40 PM 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Diane Tessier, Board Secretary 

 

 

 

 


